Google Fast Facts

- **CONVERT ANY MEASUREMENT**
  Type `[measurement] to [measurement]`
  Spell the whole measurement, or use the abbreviation if you know it.

- **CONVERT CURRENCIES**
  Type `[currency] to [currency]`
  Spell the currency, or use the symbol if you have it on your keyboard.

- **CALCULATE ANYTHING**
  Type `[equation]`
  Use symbols like * for multiplication, and / for division.

- **GET DEFINITIONS**
  Type `define: [word]`

- **GET THE TIME**
  Type `time [place]`
  Look up any location in the world.

- **SPORTS SCORES & SCHEDULES**
  Type `[sports team]`
  Look up your favorite NBA, NFL, NHL, and MLB teams.

- **GET SUNRISE & SUNSET TIMES**
  Type `sunrise [place]`
  or `sunset [place]`

- **TRACK PACKAGES**
  Type `[tracking number]`
  Track packages from UPS, FedEx, and USPS.

- **LOCATE EARTHQUAKE ACTIVITY**
  Type `earthquake`
  Find the time, place, and magnitude of recent earthquakes.

- **GET REAL-TIME STOCK QUOTES**
  Type `[ticker symbol]`
  or `stock [company name]`